
         
               

               
                

 
    

            
           

            
  

           
          

          
        

             
           

          
               

            
          

        
          

        
              

      
          

               
       

          
      

            
 

              
              

 
          

              
       

              
          
               

            
           

RAUC School Counil Notes: Wednesday, May 30, 2018: 
Topic: address two changes and one policy that some families have raised questions about 
(cell phone policy, math plans, and schedule changes to support the math plan); what ideas 
does Council have on questions changes raise and best way to get answers to families 

● District Math Plans: 
○ Julie reviewed curriculum changes, passed out district math letter that had been 

previously shared with families, gave general overview of rationale for the 
changes, along with some data pulled from the math department presentation to 
School Committee: 

■ Concern that overall the math program is not working well for 
everyone--CPS 8th grade math is lower growth and achievement than 
state; achievement gap for African American students is very high 

■ Program is disproportunately white and upper socio-economic; concern 
that pathway to acclerated math at CRLS is not truly open to all 

■ Shared overall frame that the scheduling structure at CRLS is better 
positioned to support that being the time for acceleration options 

■ Explained that motivation is to use CRLS level up work in ELA as a model 
for “leveling up” middle school math; research shows that with the support 
in place that can positively impact lowest achievers without disrupting 
learning of students on the high end 

■ Reviewed the supports the district is offering--new curriculum, pd for 
teachers, new online support, additional .5 interventionist AND 

■ Explained that each school was asked to add in two 30 min blocks for 
support/enrichment, hence our “aim high” blocks. 

○ Questions families have that would help to hear more about 
■ What does new curriculum look like? How is it “better” and set up to 

engage students who get math more quickly? 
■ More understanding of what the segregation that current math pathways 

creates actually looks in upper schools 
■ Better understanding of the research that the district used to inform their 

decisions 
○ Ideas on how to address these questions: Julie will work with math department 

and district admin to see the best way to get this information to families 

● Review RAUC accompanying schedule changes (Aim High Blocks vs Electives)--
○ Some families expressed concern that school was taking away the fun for all kids 

in order to get support for some 
○ Julie shared some of the history of what electives have been and where they 

stand now (after different attempts at more academic-minded electives were 
tried, ended up where we are now, just low key, non-academic time to play…), 

■ understands the reason why kids are sad they are losing electives and 
shares that the choice is between shortening core academic classes to 



           
         

           
       

      
        

          
            

            
     

        
            
         

             
           

        
  

                 
                 

  

make space for electives OR removing electives and instead find ways 
within structure to meet the positives students have identified 

● age mixing…Julie is aware of that and working with staff to 
explore strengthening cross grade interactions between advisories 
and on some occasional “fun afternoons” 

● Developmental appropriateness of students having choice in what 
they are studying: Julie explained the increased opportunities for 
VPA electives for 7th and 8th grade to support students in getting 
to make choices based on interest (ie, drama in 8th grade, urban 
legends in 7th and 8th) 

■ How will aim high blocks be used--big question 
● Julie acknowledged this--it is still being worked out, the plan is to 

have students a chance to expand their own learning...recognizes 
that because it is not fully fleshed out, it is producing some anxiety 
in families; Julie has reached out to newly hired district lead 
teacher in charge of academic challenge and enrichment 

● Cell phone policy--did not get to this topic (did share with some families who stayed after 
that our policy is in line with the other upper schools except PAUS, which has a more 
lenient policy) 


